**ISAO in a Box**

The International Association of Certified ISAOs (IACI) assists members to rapidly build a first-class cyber threat information sharing community.

Information Sharing and Analysis Organizations (ISAOs), are entities formed to share cyber threat information with its trusted community. ISAOs may be formed based on region, sector, sub-sector, or any community of interest.

IACI’s ISAO in a Box allows perspective ISAOs to obtain expert guidance, organizational support and cyber intelligence to cost effectively manage the growing cybersecurity threat. IACI assists organizations to rapidly move from concept to operations while assuring the greatest opportunity for business success.

---

**IACI assists organization to form:**
- Form a Legal Business Entity
- Meet Standards and Adoption of Best Practice
- Develop Governance Bylaws and Policies
- Design a Winning Strategy - Strategic Plan
- Develop Concept of Operations (CONOPs) Document - Infrastructure, Policies, and Procedures

**IACI provides a formula for:**
- Enabling Cooperation, Collaboration, and Coordination
- Defining the Membership Value Proposition - Products & Services
- Marketing, Building & Sustaining Membership
- Access to an Affordable Technology Infrastructure & Technology Partners
- Sharing Cyber Threat Information and Coordinating Response
- A Pathway to ISAO Certification

**IACI members have access to:**
- Assistance in Understanding and Participating in Risk Reducing Information Sharing Activities
- Analysis of Sector & Cross-Sector Data
- U.S. & International Policy - Analysis and Representation of Members in Support of their ISAOs
- Services Supporting Management, Technical and Operations of Cyber Threat Operations
- The IACI Global Cyber Threat Intelligence Repository - Multi-Directional Sector/Cross-Sector Sharing
- Coordinated Global Cyber Response
- A Worldwide Network of ISAOs
- Global Cyber Resilience Projects and Programs